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Neoliberalism, freedom, and oil 

The Mont Pelerin meeting in 1947 formalized an agreement of objectives that a new formulation of 
classical liberalism should include, with an emphasis on individualism, rule of law, and the role of the 
government. Organized by Frederich Hayek, this agreement reflected the ideas he had exposed a couple 
of years before in the “Road of Serfdom” which was built both as a criticism to centralized planning 
economy and as a defense for individual choice and freedom. 

These ideas had strong resonance with Frank Knight’s criticism on socialist modes of organization. Most 
importantly, Knight endowed the Chicago School with the philosophical contention that a new liberalism 
needed to be based on ultimate dogmatic principles, regardless of the fact that neoliberal economics 
took pride in its objectivity and openness.  In “Capitalism and Freedom”, Milton Friedman takes the 
neoliberal ideas to a new level through a eulogy of self-regulating markets and the need to minimize 
taxes, tariffs, regulations, and ultimately, government. What started as a rejection of Keynesian 
economics turned in the 1970s into a whole applied school of thought on its own right, mandating 
policymaking in the US and UK and later in countries like Chile and El Salvador, among others. 

Alternatively, in “The Great Transformation”, Karl Polanyi strongly challenged the nature of self-
regulating markets by proving that governments actively and purposefully design, build, maintain, and 
shape them. This view of markets as institutions not only eroded the idea of self-regulation, but also 
portrayed markets as embedded in society with the inevitable consequence of reflecting the moral of 
the State in direct response to Hayek’s individual morality argument. Moreover, as markets were 
pushed by laissez-faire interests, society as a whole responded to contain and stabilize capitalism in the 
famous double movement that allows markets to survive. As Polanyi view it, markets could not operate 
without active State intervention and capitalism could not survive with permanent support from society 
as a whole. 

Is there a way to identify which of these is closer to reality? In this paper I want to focus on Tim 
Mitchell’s “Carbon Democracy” (2009) whose evocative prose highlights that (a) freedom in “free 
markets” comes with the cost of less freedom elsewhere and that (b) in order for neoliberalism to work, 
huge governmental intervention is needed. Through this analysis it will become evident one of the main 
fallacies of neoliberalism: a neoliberal democracy can only be sustained by an active role of the State in 
regulating markets, a limitless flow of energy, and a predominant power position to suppress other’s 
liberties. 

In his paper, Mitchell tries to explain why oil producing countries usually exhibit less democracy and why 
their inhabitants enjoy constrained civil liberties such as speech, association, and suffrage, among 
others. By highlighting the role that coal had in shaping the political environment in nations such as UK 
and the US early in the 20th century, he goes on to show how post-war Europe was purposefully built 
around oil extraction in order to suppress the mass political movements and work-class mobilization 
that resulted from coal operations. Effectively, on one hand the extraction and distribution of oil 
required much less labor which was also easily supervised above surface, while on the other instead of 



relying on human operated railways and ships used grid-like pipelines to move oil around the world. The 
worker’s rights were further constrained by active US government intervention in foreign states internal 
affairs, either by organizing coups to remove unallied governments or using military forces to protect 
“property right” over wells and prospective extraction fields. 

Additionally, this nascent distribution chain spoke trouble for oil companies early in the 50s, since 
freedom – extracted from producing countries as exposed above – was now embedded in oil flows 
through multiple pipelines and tankers. Under the threat of new cheap oil findings, which would depress 
the prices, the US government and oil companies structured the most formidable monopolistic 
operation in history, which Mitchell rightly coins “a machine to produce scarcity” (p. 409). One strategy 
involved US quotas for domestic production, coordinated cartels, and limited exploration which even 
included paying Saudi Arabia not to extract oil. The largest commodity in the world by volume and value 
by the end of the 1940s, oil markets were actively regulated and shaped by powerful interests: so much 
for actual self-regulating markets. 

Most interestingly, the other strategy required building in the US a lifestyle around excessive oil 
consumption, in the mode of highways, automobiles, urban sprawl, and consumerism. What can be 
more individualistic and free to drive your own car without sharing public transportation and live far 
away from anyone miles from the closest city? As I see it, it’s quite evident that the neoliberal tenets of 
freedom and individual choice could not have been supported without almost limitless oil flowing from 
countries that were, in turn, sacrificing the same principles. This also might help to explain why 
neoliberalism was embraced and had a larger effect on the US than in European countries, which could 
have never been able to fuel such an inefficient form of urban life in the scarcity-ridden post-war period. 

A third component behind this particular oil democracy comes as a direct consequence of Bretton 
Woods and the impact of using US dollars as currency for oil transactions. As Mitchell points out, this 
scheme acted as a tax from the US to all other countries that had to acquire dollars to finance oil 
imports and lose value through inflation, “keeping its (US) economy prosperous and thus its democracy 
popular” (p. 415). When this was joined with the perception of oil as an inexhaustible resource and the 
surge of monetary economics – backed by both Keynesian and neoliberal economics – the scenario was 
set to the apparition of national income calculations based on GDP rather than a physical exhaustible 
product. The final piece of ultimate freedom, no limits to growth, had found its way to neoliberal 
thought through the works of Samuelson, Arrow, and Debrew – and Keynes for what it matters – and 
became a tenet in mainstream economics since then. 

Through this paper I have tried to pinpoint neoliberal economics’ biggest fallacy: that the only way to 
sustain the fictional system based in self-regulating free markets and individual choice requires immense 
and direct government intervention in markets to secure a limitless flow of cheap energy in the form of 
oil. In turn, these arrangements came at the price of diminished democracy in other nations, highlighting 
the fact that there is an inherent distributional choice contained in the neoliberal thought which will 
favor the possessors and enforcers of specific property rights. Without the prosperous economy granted 
by oil monopoly pegged to its currency, the US might have never embraced for so long the liberalist 
democracy that the Chicago School had designed, supported, and spread. 


